
Florida Panther

In spite of many, many attempts, I have not been able to discover—let 
alone photograph—a majestic Florida panther in the wild. The tawny 
cat is an endangered species. The panthers I have photographed are 
all captives, and that’s the way most of us can see these elusive, pow-
erful animals, the largest cats with the ability to purr.
 The Florida panther, the state’s official animal, is a subspecies of the 
once extremely widespread big cat known as the cougar, mountain 
lion, or puma. It is estimated that between 100 and 180 panthers exist 
in the wild in southwest Florida, an increase from as few as 40–50 in-
dividuals near the beginning of the twenty-first century. Introduction 
of eight genetically close female pumas from West Texas helped correct 
genetic weaknesses, including sterility, in the Florida population.
 Florida panthers are golden-tan, never black. In extreme low light, 
however, or with sunlight behind them, they may appear darker, 
which is possibly why early Spanish explorers called the animal a 
panther, thinking it similar to occasional black leopards from Af-
rica called panthers. Black African panthers, however, are melanistic 
leopards (a genetic color variation) and not a separate species.
 Occasionally, a bobcat is sighted and erroneously labeled a pan-
ther by the viewer. The easiest way to tell the difference is the tail. A 
bobcat’s tail is short (bobbed), while a panther’s tail is very long (2–3 
feet). Panthers can weigh 80 to 154 pounds; bobcats usually weigh 
less than one-quarter of that.
 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) manages to capture a 
photo of a wild Florida panther from time to time. Remote auto-
mated trail cameras are set up in the Florida Panther National Wild-
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Glimpsed with the light at certain angles panthers can appear dark. It’s easy to see why early 
explorers in Florida might have thought this big cat was black, therefore calling it a panther.

All members of the puma species carry their kittens the same way domestic cats do, and 
they can purr like housecats too.
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Though the panther’s Latin scientific 
name means one color, the kittens 
are multicolored and spotted for 
protection, making them almost 
impossible to see as they hide in 
their dens in palmetto thickets and 
other protective cover.
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life Refuge, located east of Naples, and in other known panther habi-
tats, to capture those images.
 FWS reports that fifteen radio-collared females gave birth to forty 
panther kittens in 2012; nine females gave birth to twenty-one kittens 
in 2014. Uncollared females give birth to unknown numbers of ad-
ditional kittens. While Florida records show encouraging growth in 
panther population, there is, unfortunately, also a marked increase in 
human population in areas adjacent to panther habitats, which leads 
to more frequent human-panther interaction. As many as twenty-
six free-ranging panthers died in 2012; twenty in 2013. More than 
half of these 2012 mortalities—seventeen—were caused by “vehicular 
trauma,” the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
reports. In 2013 they reported twenty deaths, three-quarters of which 
were caused by vehicles. Nighttime speed reduction and cautionary 
road signs are in place, and twenty-four wildlife underpasses have 
been constructed at known panther crossing sites to allow safe cross-
ings for panthers and other wildlife.

Not all captive Florida 
panthers feel comfortable 
with humans nearby, 
as this one clearly 
demonstrated when 
photographed.
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12   ·   Florida Animals for Everyday Naturalists

 People and panthers do not mix comfortably. Interactions will 
likely increase as human use and development continue to encroach 
upon panther habitat. Ranchers and other livestock owners have ex-
perienced losses due to panther predation. When natural game is 
abundant, these magnificent big cats are not likely to hunt domestic 
animals. Panthers must compete with alligators as well as with re-
cently introduced pythons for food.
 “With only an estimated 100–160 individuals remaining in the 
wild, the Florida panther is one of the most endangered mammals in 
the United States, and the last surviving puma subspecies in the east-
ern U.S. Though its historic range spanned eight southeastern states, 
today the panther is restricted to less than 5 percent of its original 

This Florida panther 
is a young female. 
Panthers are the only 
puma subspecies 
now found east of the 
Mississippi River.
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habitat, remaining as a single breeding population in south Florida,” 
the Defenders of Wildlife organization stated in their blog.
 The FWS recovery plan for the panther recommends protected 
habitats for at least 240 panthers each in three viable, self-sustaining 
populations. The Center for Biological Diversity has twice unsuc-
cessfully petitioned the federal government for the establishment of 
a second panther population in the Okefenokee National Wildlife 
Refuge on the Georgia-Florida border.
 A male panther needs an estimated 200–300 square miles in order 
to get enough food to eat. Deer and feral (wild) hogs are favored. 
Panthers also want to be hidden in a secluded habitat with little or 
no human contact.
 There has never been a reported attack on a human by a Florida 
panther, though cougars out West have been known to injure or kill 
people. I hope we can learn to live with our panther population. I 
am sure I’m not alone in wanting to see and photograph panthers 
in the wild, as I have the larger puma subspecies in Montana, Utah, 
California, and parts of Canada.
 As with virtually all wildlife species included in this book, vol-
unteers are needed to improve the status of each and every species. 
The Florida panther is no exception. One group seeking more volun-
teers to assist with outreach, educational efforts, speaking, fundrais-
ing, and general advocacy is Friends of the Florida Panther National 
Wildlife Refuge. Another organization of volunteers concerned with 
the survival of the Florida panther is the Florida Panther Society.
 With human protection and respect, and ideally with more than 
a single viable population, Florida panthers should continue to in-
crease in numbers, keeping them at the top of the wildlife hierarchy 
as the dominant predator in Florida.
 Some wildlife conservation and rehabilitation centers have captive 
Florida panthers from time to time, but they are not necessarily open 
to the public. Captive Florida panthers can be seen at:

Ellie Schiller Homosassa Springs Wildlife State Park, Homosassa
Lowry Park Zoo, Tampa
Jacksonville Zoo, Jacksonville
Naples Zoo, Naples
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